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REASONS FOR DECISION 
 
[1] On 2 December 2010, (MASSA) (the applicant), applied to the President, pursuant 
to s.29(1) of the Industrial Relations Act 1984 (the Act) for a hearing before a 
Commissioner in respect of an industrial dispute with Community and Public Sector Union 
(State Public Services Federation Tasmania) Inc. (CPSU) and Liquor, Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous Union - Tasmanian Branch (LHMU) (the unions) arising out the alleged 
refusal by members of the unions to undertake their normal allocated duties contrary to 
direct and lawful instruction provided to them by Prison Management. 
 
[2] A hearing commenced in Hobart on 2 December and continued on 3 and 6 
December 2010.  On these dates Mr P Baker appeared for MASSA.  Mr M Johnston 
appeared for the CPSU and Ms S Griffiths appeared for the LHMU. 
 
[3] Following a serious assault on a number of staff in late September 2010, coupled 
with subsequent cell security breaches, maximum security inmates at RPC were relocated 
to the Ron Barwick Minimum Security Prison [RB], necessitating the re-commissioning of 
sections of the prison which had not been used since 2006. 
 
[4] The relocation was necessary to facilitate urgent works to enhance the security of 
maximum security facility in RPC.  This work has now been completed. 
 
[5] On 1 December 2010 a written communiqué was issued to all TPS staff advising of 
an intention that all inmates presently in RB would be progressively returned to RPC over 
a period of one week commencing on 2 December.1  
 
[6] At a meeting on 30 November management were advised that staff were reluctant 
to progress the reoccupation until certain matters had been addressed.  These matters 
included structured days, exercise yards, CCTV coverage, SMS recording capability, 
permanent Tactical Response Group (TRG) response capability and first and second 
responses. 
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[7] On 2 December a written instruction was issued individually to eight COs requiring 
them to perform the task of relocating the inmates to RPC.2 This direction was refused. 
 
[8] An urgent conciliation conference was convened on 2 December. However this 
conference failed to resolve the dispute. 
 
[9] The employer now seeks an order expressed in the following terms: 
 

“That the relocation of maximum security inmates currently located at 
RBMSP be moved forthwith to RPC and then Correctional Officers are to 
resume normal operations as directed by management in accordance 
with revised operating models that are to be provided prior to the 
reoccupation of each individual unit.” 

 
Jurisdiction 
 
[10] Mr Johnston, on behalf of the unions, initially raised a jurisdictional issue.  He 
contended that as a notice had been issued pursuant to s.17 of the Workplace Health and 
Safety Act 1995, a process was to follow under that Act which effectively removed the 
matter from the jurisdiction of this Commission.  An “interim” decision was issued on 
transcript rejecting this jurisdictional challenge.  However I did indicate that the interim 
nature of this decision allowed for more comprehensive submissions to be made at a 
later time. 
 
[11] Mr Baker presented additional submissions on the jurisdictional matter during the 
subsequent formal proceedings.  
 
[12] I remain satisfied that the Commission does have jurisdiction to hear and 
determine the matter.  Further reasons for this decision will be issued when the 
transcript is available. 
 
Submissions and Evidence 
 
[13] Sworn evidence was taken from a number of management and union 
representatives, together with OH & S specialists.  The evidence is summarised below. 
 
For management: 
 
[14] The relocation of maximum security inmates to RB was always a temporary 
measure implemented in an emergency situation.  The dedication and continuous hard 
work of staff and their interstate colleagues during this difficult time was readily 
acknowledged. 
 
[15] All the necessary remedial work in RPC had been completed.  The opportunity had 
been taken to carry out additional works aimed at enhancing staff and inmate security 
and safety. 
 
[16] The RB facility has been converted to a minimum security prison.  For a number 
of reasons it is quite unsuitable for maximum security prisoners for other than an 
emergency, temporary basis.  The shortcomings include: 
 

• The perimeter fence has been removed. 
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• Absence of constantly monitored CCTV. 
 
• Absence of intercom. 
 
• Inadequate fire protection and suppression systems. 
 
• Cells contain multiple hanging points. 
 
• There are security issues with the roof. 

 
[17] The facility had been decommissioned in 2006 as a consequence of the Deaths in 
Custody report.  In addition there is serious structural degradation associated with the 
building. 
 
[18] There had been four assaults in the period RB had been occupied.  Statistically at 
least this was a higher incidence rate that had been the case in RPC.  In three of these 
cases the likelihood of a similar incident would be greatly reduced in RPC. 
 
[19] Staff had raised concerns about handcuffing, toilet facilities, absence of hot water 
and seating. 
 
[20] All movements on inmates in RB involved physical escort. 
 
[21] Whilst it was readily acknowledged that the potential for assault could never be 
completely removed, on any objective measure, the revamped RPC maximum facility 
provided an inherently safer environment than RB ever could.  There was however 
always room for improvement. 
 
[22] There has been a conscious decision to consult widely with staff and unions, 
document issues raised together with management responses and timelines for 
implementation.  This had resulted in the Collated Matters document.3 
 
[23] There is an imperative to balance the employer’s duty to staff, inmates and the 
public.  Every day the relocation is delayed imposes a totally unacceptable risk to the 
public and inmate safety in particular.  
 
[24] The temporary relocation, coupled with the remedial measures, had already 
necessitated considerable additional financial outlay. 
 
[25] It is acknowledged that the prison is a high risk environment to work in.  There 
are other occupations and/or industries with a similar or worse risk profile.  This level of 
risk can never be entirely eliminated.  The objective was to minimise the risk consistent 
with measures that are reasonably practicable. 
 
For the Unions and Staff. 
 
[26] The remedial work recently undertaken in RPC may well improve the security of 
inmates in that it will be more difficult to escape.  However it will do nothing to reduce 
the risk of assaults for COs.  There have been a significant number of serious assaults 
over the past 12 months and, apart from post-assault counseling, this issue has not been 
addressed. 
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[27] The impact on staff that had been assaulted often went significantly beyond the 
physical injury incurred. 
 
[28] The major cause of assaults is boredom and the cramped exercise area for 
inmates.  There are virtually no employment opportunities in maximum and educational 
programs are extremely limited. 
 
[29] A comprehensive employment and education program had been promised prior to 
occupation of RPC.  These programs had not materialised and as a consequence COs had 
lost faith in the ability of management to deliver. 
 
[30] There is frustration arising from lack of action on issues that are raised by staff. 
Based on past experience, staff lacks confidence that undertakings will be honoured. 
 
[31] The capacity to separate individuals on behavioral grounds is limited by available 
infrastructure. 
 
[32] The contract system is sometimes difficult to enforce. 
 
[33] There is no incentive for inmates to move from maximum to medium security. 
 
[34] The inmates would prefer to stay at RB largely because of the available exercise 
space. 
 
[35] Threats had been made by inmates towards COs.  Staff do not feel comfortable 
about returning to the RPC environment in the absence of significant changes, 
particularly in relation to the size of the exercise area and the availability of programs. 
 
OH & S Specialists. 
 
Mr Ted Leeson, Principal Consultant, Strategic Programs, Workplace Standards Tasmania 
[WST]. 
 
[36] Mr Leeson is in the process of conducting a review of the risk management 
processes affecting the safety of staff at the RPC Maximum Security Units.  The Terms of 
Reference, which had been developed in conjunction with management, are: 
 

“The purpose of this review is to: 
 
1.  identify any reasonable practical improvements that may be 

made to better minimise risk to staff at the Risdon Prison 
Maximum Security Units, and 

 
2. gauge compliance of the operation of the Risdon Prison 

Maximum Security Units with regulations 17, 18, 9 and 21 of the 
Workplace Health and Safety Regulations 1998 (appended).” 

 
[37] Mr Leeson expects to deliver his final report in April 2011. 
 
[38] The prison environment is a high risk industry for staff.  There are however other 
industries and occupations with a similar or worse risk profile. 
 
[39] The employer has a responsibility to provide a safe place of work.  The ultimate 
objective is minimisation of the risk to a level which is reasonably practicable. 
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[40] In pursuing the objective of risk minimisation, cost is a consideration and may be 
a significant one.  However it is not open for employers to indefinitely use the cost 
defence to justify lack of action on critically important issues.  Ultimately WST may issue 
an order requiring compliance. 
 
[41] The Code of Conduct direction4 was an appropriate employer response, although 
not necessarily the most appropriate action.  For an OH&S regime to operate effectively 
relies on individuals doing as directed by the employer.  This is not a judgment for a WST 
inspector. 
 
[42] The occupation of RB was viewed as a temporary measure which had in fact 
delayed his review. 
 
Mr Bruce Coles, Co-ordinator, Workplace Health and Safety, Department of Justice. 
 
[43] Mr Coles is aware of an investigation report into the December 2009 assault 
incident.  This report contained 28 findings/recommendations.  He was unsure whether 
these identified issues had been addressed. 
 
[44] He is unaware of any investigations into subsequent assault incidents. 
 
[45] He had not been involved in the development of the Collated Matters document.5 
 
[46] The OH&S Committee does not operate in the spirit of the legislation.  Staff view 
the Committee as management driven and as a consequence base grade COs do not see 
it as a useful forum.  Members of the Committee are effectively conscripted and often 
lack an enthusiasm for the process. 
 
[47] In the past there had been insufficient attention on the part of management to OH 
& S issues.  There was a lack of trust as a consequence. 
 
[48] The exposure of recruit training to OH&S was inadequate. 
 
[49] Mr Coles personally felt less safe in RPC than he did in RB.  This, he felt, was the 
result of societal changes coupled with the physical environment.  
 
The Collated Matters Document 
 
[50] This document has emerged from an extensive consultation process subsequent 
to the 22 September incident.6 
 
[51] This 30 page document incorporates all matters raised by staff and their union 
representatives.  These issues are grouped under 25 broad headings.  The document 
contains a detailed management response on each item, with a timeline for 
implementation where appropriate. 
 
[52] Management representatives acknowledged that the majority of matters raised 
would, if implemented, enhance the safety of staff in RPC.  The major restraint in many 
cases was lack of resources, particularly financial.  Put another way, ‘we have what we 
we’ve got. The challenge is to minimise the risk in the context of these financial 
constraints.’ 
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The Palmer Inquiry 
 
[53] The Government has commissioned the eminent police professional, Mr Mick 
Palmer, to conduct a review into RPC.  Included in the terms of reference is a 
requirement to:7 
 

“Examine and make recommendations on the occupational health and 
safety of the prison as a workplace.” 

 
[54] Mr Palmer is required to consult widely including with staff of the TPS and their 
unions.  It is expected that the report will be made by 28 February 2011. 
 
[55] From the evidence in this hearing it is clear that this inquiry has the universal 
support of all parties. 
 
Findings 
 
[56] I am indebted to the parties for the comprehensive manner in which they have 
represented their respective positions at short notice.  The candour of the witness 
evidence was compelling and there can be no doubt as to the genuineness of the views 
held. 
 
[57] It is readily apparent that prison operations are inherently a potentially high risk 
workplace.  There was an acceptance however that it is simply not feasible to completely 
eliminate all risk. 
 
[58] The objective therefore is to minimise the risk consistent with what is reasonably 
practicable. 
 
[59] The evidence relating to the assaults at both RPC and RB [over the past two 
months] was disturbing and clearly unacceptable. 
 
[60] Management maintains that on any objective measure a return to RPC represents 
a safer environment for staff, inmates and the general public.  There can be no doubt 
that this is entirely correct in respect of the latter two categories. 
 
[61] In the case of custodial staff, the evidence is mixed.  The evidence presented by 
the unions highlights inmate boredom and lack of programs as the major contributing 
factors to a working environment whereby the potential for assault is an ever present 
reality. 
 
[62] The remedies for both these issues are readily apparent and the Collated Matters 
document presents these remedies in a positive or “doable” light.  The constraint is 
available resources, particularly in terms of timelines for action.  The priorities for action 
can only be determined by Government.  No doubt the outcome of the Palmer Inquiry 
will be pivotal in this consideration. 
 
[63] Much of the evidence went to what has happened in the past, which, it was said, 
has given rise to a lack of faith on the part of COs that undertakings will be honoured. 
 
[64] The focus on the past is understandable but it does not solve the issues for the 
future.  The Collated Matters document represents a major step forward in effective 
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consultation and accountability for outcomes. In fact it is among the best I have ever 
seen. The challenge is to ensure that this remains a living document, with regular 
reporting on progress. I readily accept that the current management team has 
demonstrated a renewed commitment to effective consultation, coupled with a 
willingness to be measured against the undertakings given in the Collated Matters 
document. 
 
[65] One aspect of the evidence does give rise for concern.  I refer to confusion and 
lack of understanding of the work being undertaken by Mr Leeson.  This is an important 
review in which all parties have a stake.  The lack of clarity as to his role seems entirely 
unnecessary. 
 
[66] The immediate issue is of course the proposed relocation to RPC. 
 
[67] The occupation of RB was always a temporary measure implemented in an 
emergency situation.  It is quite untenable that this situation continues any longer that it 
needs to.  To delay the relocation indefinitely pending a resolution of the major issues 
identified by the union representatives, as poignant as they are, is simply not an 
acceptable outcome. 
 
[68] I propose to grant the order sought, coupled with recommendations. 
 
Recommendations 
 

1. The parties immediately confer on a mechanism to ensure that the Collated 
Matters document has an enduring quality.  Absent agreement as to an 
alternative, this should include as a minimum a regular dot point written report 
from management as to progress on each item on a monthly basis.  I am however 
confident that the parties will find a mechanism that ensures the ongoing 
relevance of this important document. 

 
2. The parties confer on the ongoing role of the OH&S Committee, mechanisms for 

the investigation of incidents and subsequent reporting, together with role of 
OH&S specialists available to the TPS. 

 
Order 
 
Pursuant to section 31 of the Industrial Relations Act 1984, I hereby order that maximum 
security inmates currently located at RBMSB be moved forthwith to RPC and then 
Correctional Officers are to resume normal operations as directed by management in 
accordance with revised operating models that are to be provided prior to the 
reoccupation of each individual unit. 
 
The order includes inmates in Divisions 7 and 8.  However prior to relocation there is to 
be consultation with staff and the unions as to the physical and operational aspects of 
such relocation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tim Abey  
DEPUTY PRESIDENT 
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Appearances: 
Mr P Baker for the Minister administering the State Service Act 2000 
Mr M Johnston for the Community and Public Sector Union (State Public Services 
Federation Tasmania) Inc. 
Ms S Griffiths for the Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union - Tasmanian Branch 
 
Date and place of hearing: 
2010 
December 2, 3 and 6 
Hobart 
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